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Many India fans would agree that planning a holiday to India and booking flight tickets can be both
puzzling and annoying - at times due to the problem of plenty during off peak season, or for lack of
options during high season, or sometimes due to unawareness about the destination. Here are
some great tips to book hassle free holidays and airlines tickets to India.

Best Time to Visit India â€“ Cheap Flights

Being a tropical country, India has a fairly hot & humid climate with summers spanning April to June
and monsoons from July to early September. Extreme weather conditions such as rains and heat
are passive times to visit India. Tickets to India may be relatively cheaper during the off peak
months.

Book Early

Tickets to India or any other destination are cheapest if booked well in advance. Booking early ticket
becomes highly important if you are travelling to India in peak seasons.

Last minute Booking

Sometimes, airlines fail to fill the planes and thus offer tickets at knock down prices at last minute. It
is generally the case during off season and is often true for flights to India departing for some of its
cities. Check by contacting the operating carriers before departure, and you might just grab a last
minute cheap airline ticket.

Research Online

Browsing the Internet plays a key role in digging out the best possible deals offered by various
airlines. Therefore, you need to browse the Internet well in order to pick up the best and most
reasonable air travel deals.

Book with Travel Agents

Reputed travel agents often have negotiated deals with the airlines as they bulk buy tickets from
them. Airline consolidators even have direct access to the airline inventory. They are able to offer
cheap flights to the destination that they specialise in or the airlines that they sell most. There are a
number of reputed travel agencies popular for booking cheap flight tickets for India Travel.

Flexibility Factor

Be it booking online or with travel agents, being flexible on certain factors really pays off. Travellers
flexible with departure and return travel dates, departure and arrival cities or airports, and with the
choice of airline are often seen to net cheap flights to India or any other destination for that matter.

Avoid Non Stop Flights

Non stop flights are generally sold by the airlines at a premium. Those looking for cheap air tickets
to India can opt for indirect flight with one or more stopovers enroute.
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Destination Based Airlines

It is often seen that the airlines which are based out of the destination are able to offer little cheaper
fares. Air India, Jet Airways and Kingfisher are three airlines that operate flights to India from many
UK airports.

Cheapest Days to Fly

An in-depth study says that the best days to book cheap air tickets are Wednesdays and Tuesdays.
Most airlines change their airfares on Tuesday evenings or Wednesday morning only.  Moreover,
odd hour flights - late nights and early mornings - also offer cheap tickets.

Book Holiday Packages

Booking an all inclusive package holiday including flights and hotels etc works out cheaper as
compared to booking them separately. Travellers can save up to forty percent of their travel cost by
booking holiday packages.
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